Classification of LC columns based on the QSRR method and selectivity toward moclobemide and its metabolites.
This paper focuses on a comparative study of the column classification system based on the quantitative structure-retention relationships (QSRR method) and column performance in real biomedical analysis. The assay was carried out for the LC separation of moclobemide and its metabolites in human plasma, using a set of 24 stationary phases. The QSRR models established for the studied stationary phases were compared with the column test performance results under two chemometric techniques - the principal component analysis (PCA) and the hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA). The study confirmed that the stationary phase classes found closely related by the QSRR approach yielded comparable separation for moclobemide and its metabolites. Therefore, the QSRR method could be considered supportive in the selection of a suitable column for the biomedical analysis offering the selection of similar or dissimilar columns with a relatively higher certainty.